ONE extends financial assistance to
‘Upalabdhi’ in Bangladesh – New home for
young children (girls) with no family
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ONE Bangladesh organization came to know about Upalabdhi, a
non-profit organization created to put an end to young girls’ misery
(who got lost or have been separated from their families) from being
trafficked to other countries and having to wander the dark alleys of
Chittagong, Bangladesh. ‘Upolabdhi’ helps these girls with a safe and
warm place to call home before they fall prey to people with ill
intentions. Some of the activities Upalabdhi performs are as follows:
i) This is a place where helpless girls get all necessity of life (cloth,
education, food, shelter, security, medication).
ii) Presently they are accommodating 62 girls, who have no
parents/guardians. 55 girls are studying in different schools in
Chittagong.
iii) Upalabdhi not only gives them shelter, but also makes sure to
provide them education as well as extra-curricular activities such as
singing, poem recitation, reading books (dedicated library) stitching
and so forth. They also have a regular weekly medical checkup for all
the girls.

After having a physical visit in their premises on the 08th of January
2019, we came to know that Upalabdhi regularly require financial
contribution from different entities as they do not have a regular fund
or donor to run the facility. ONE decided to contribute an amount which
is equivalent to 03 girls’ overall cost for a year.
ONE Bangladesh staff also contributed some gifts and necessities to
these adorable young children.
ONE, as a global shipping company with comprehensive global
network connections, continuously advocates Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) activities.

